Sentiments:

1. CORPORATE MARK
   The Special Olympics corporate mark depicts five figures in a unifying circle, symbolizing our global presence.

2. BRIDGES
   Physically connecting people, while building lifelong connections.

3. WATER
   Representing the natural beauty of Minnesota’s 10,000 lakes and its exciting water sports.

4. TREES
   Towering forests stand tall, supporting our athletes in the beautiful Minnesota outdoors.

5. PEOPLE
   Everyone coming together to celebrate unity, cheering on athletes of all abilities.

6. ATHLETE
   Inspiring all, athletes rising above limitations and challenging misconceptions.

7. HEARTS
   Courage, enthusiasm and determination are the heart and driving force behind the USA Games.

8. TORCH
   Symbolizing passion for competition and an enduring beacon of hope.

9. STARS
   Our athletes shine brightly when they shoot for the stars.

10. FLAME
    Igniting communities to unite, sharing their passion and a commitment to inclusion.
Corporate Mark
Bridges
Water
Trees
Athlete
Hearts/Torch/Stars
Flame
Circle of Inclusion

1. Black          6. Yellow
2. Purple         7. Red
3. Blue           8. Orange
4. Green          9. Yellow/Orange
5. Aqua           10. Red